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INTRODUCTION

Problemsk Purposes, and Significance

In recent years the development and mass produotion of handhe'd

eleotronid calculators has made calculating machines'much more acoessible

to the general pUblic. With the widespread production and sale of these

small, inexpensive calculating machines a controversy has ari,sen in

.mathamatios education: When and bow, if at all, should calculators

be used in the classroom?

The purpose of this report is threefold: to survey attitudes of

secondary school mathematics teachers concerning the use of calculators

in math classes; to survey teacher practices of allowing and/or

encouraging students to use calculators in their math classes; and

to survey teacher:1' perceptions of their sohools' policies regarding

the use of calculators in math instruction*

With the technological advances being made in the produoation of

small, inexpensive calculators, and the increasing use of electronic

devices as teaching aids in instructional curricula; it is not unlikely

that schools and school systems will begin to incorporate electronic

calculators into their mathematics curricula in the next few years*

It is generally assumed that teachers' attitudes toward the teaching

methods and materials they are using affects the success of their teaching

efforts. Therefore; it is importaut to determine how teachers feel

about-the use of electronic calculators in their classrooms. An

administrative decision to include the use of calculators in math

curricula could seriously undermine the effectiveness of a teacher

who is vehemently a6ainst the use of calculators in the olassroom,

while restrictions on the use of calculators could undermine the efforts

of the teacher who sees the use of calculators as being highly beneficial.

The seoond purpose of this study is to survey ovrrent teacher

proactices of allowing and/or encouragiag students to use calculators

in secondary math classes in a large, metr9politan area. According

to Suydam (1978), ". *no data have thus far been cited about the

extent to which calculators are being used in schools."
1
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The third purpose of this studr is to assess teadhers' perceptions,

of their sehools1 poliCies and attitudes toward the us of calculators

in math classes. If a teacher believes that his or her school or school

system davors the use of calculators, he or she may be using calculators

in ltbe classroom'regardless of personal attitudes, merely to comply with

whsa½ are seen to be administrative policies. School poli6ies maieven

affect the personal attitudes of individum/ teachers regarding the

use of calculators in the classroom. Teachers' attitudes also can hswe

a great deal of influence upon administrative decisions on both the

school and school district levels. Therefore, teachers' perceptions

of current policies regarding the use of calculators in the classroom

could be an indication of offioial adminititrative decisions to be made

in the future regarding this controversy.

Definitions

For the purposes 'of this report, "calaulator" will be defined as

may calculating machine which can perform at least the four basic

operations, but cannot be programmed by the operator. This includes

old style adding machines (with four functions), but not computers.

This definition will be used for this report, even though it is the

advent of the small, hand-held Caloulator (end not the adding machine)

which has brought about the educational controversy regarding the use

of suoh computational aids in the oefassroom.

The terms "secondary school" and "secondary classes" refer to

grades seven through twelve; "teacher" generally refers to ths secondary

school mathematics teaoher. The mathematics classes with which this

study is conoerned are secondary school classes dealing with the teaching

and learning of arithmetic and/or mathematics, and not those dealing

with computer science or business mathematics.

RELATXD LITIMATUA2 AID AUALYSIS

The literature concerning the nse of calculators in mathematics

education has, as is expected, grown considerably sinoe the introdmotion

of inexpensive hand-held calculators. Nuch of the literature is concerned

with ways in whioh calculators can be used in mathematics instruction.

Frani:. Van Atta discusses how calculators can be used with lessons

involving exponents and the Pythagorean theorem.
2

Eli Naor encourages
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teachers to let studenter use calculators to discover patterne and verify

mathematical statements.
3

In recent years there has been an &creasing amount of,research

conoprning the effects of the use of oaloulaors ili Matematios instrnction

up.on student outcoMes. Most of the researeh, including the work of

Advami (1972), Cech (1960), Ellis (1969), and Longstaff (1968), indicates

that the use of caloulators does.not have a significant effect upon

student achievement in mathedatics. Beweverp'it is interesting to note,

that none of the researoh shows negative effects, as some claims have

been made that the uee of oalculators interferes with the learning of

tathematics. Beck (1960), in studying fourth, fifth, and sixth graders,

found an increase in the understanding of basic skills when calculators

were used in math instruction, particularly in the understanding of

place-value concepts.
4 Keogh's and BUxtels (1969) study of eleventh

and twelfth graders showed that those students' who used calculators

during instruction achieved significantly higher scores on a standardized

mathematics test than those students who did not use calculators during

instruction.
5"

Studies using fiftilithrough tenth grade students that were designed

to assess changes in student attitudes toward and interest in mathematios

were for the most part split in their results. Cech (1960), Ellis (1969),

and Longstaff (1968) found no differences in student attitudes toward

mathematics when comparing groups in which ealculators 'were and were

not included in instruction. Advani (1972), Beck (1960), and

Broussard (1969) found that students who used calculators in instruction

had better attitudes toward math than those in groU.ps th7,t did not use

Theyalso found that those students who had used calculators

in their math classes were more likely to take a personal interest in

mathemaiiosaand to continue to take math courses even though the courses

were not required.

Some of the research in the.ume of calculators in the classroom

also deals with the effect upon student behavior. Advani (1972),

Beck (1960), and Longstaff (1968) fOund that student behavior in the

olassroom,was lesr disruptive wnen calculators wereAlsed as instructional

aids.

Longstaff's study included data recarding the effects of the use

of oaloulators as instructional aids upon teacher enthusiasm. He found

J
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That teacher enthusiaam increasted the most when oalculators ere used

in classes with students with13the lowest average I.q.ls. Re also found

that teacher enthusiasm for the,use of calculators was unrelated to

student performance.
6

The literature concerning the use of 'calculators in mathematics

instruction includes quite a few opinion pieces. 'ihe authors argue

for or against the use of calculators in the clam:room, at times citing

researoh and at times offering suggested guidelines for their use.

Morris Kline (1974) fears that the use of calotlators in the classycom

.
will cause the teaching of computation to be neglected, and states that

this should not be.7 Hawthorne (1973) believes that calculators will

eventually gliminate the neml to use arithmetio without a calculating

devioe, but feels that it will still be important to understand arithmetic. .

Therefore, he believes that calculators do not belong in the c1assroom.
8

As stated previously, Van Atta suggested a use of calculators regarding

the Pythagore theorem. Re olaims: "A student can probably find the
.

relationship w thout a calculator, but he is mor apt to try malw different

ationships and i:or out more interesting problems if he is aide4

by 1. calculator."9

of using calcula ors in the olaask6m. Her reasons for using calculators
(

Marilyn N. Suydam (1978) discussed the advantages and disadvantages

are as follows: calculators aid in computation; they facilitate under-

standing and concept development; they lessen the need for memorizatiom,

they help in Droblem solving; they motivate; they aid in exploring,

understanding, and learning algorithmic processes; they encourage discovery,

exploration, and creativity; and their existence cannot be ignored by

educators. The disadvantages of using calculators are as follows:

they could be used as substitutes for developing computationaa Skills;

they are not available to all students; they give a false impression

of what mathematics is (computation, instead of process); they art .

faddish, and'could be used without planning or research; and they lead

to maintenance and security problems./0

Besides summarizing the pros and cons of calculator use in the

classroom, Suydam gives a "state-of-the-art" review on calculators

in education. She points out that at this time there is no real data

ooncernirg "the extent to which calculators are beiag used in the schools. . .

only the'results of a few relatively small-scale surveys, plus

perceptions of those who work with and observe school programs."11



The most significant of the "smallsoale surveys". was a =men

dor* in the Shawnee Mission (Kansas) Public Schools in.,%975 and 1977.

This survey determined that the number of students owning or heffing

access to oalculators increased signifioantly between 1975 and 1977.
12

This survey also indicated that teachers' opinions concerning the use

of calculators changed from 1975 to 1977; "Teachers were asked, Should

calculators be used in schools by students?! In 1975, 65.2% EWA 'Yee!

1977, 71.6% said 'yest."13

Suydam also summarises same of t:Ael main-uses of calc-ilators in

secondary mathematics education, while pointing out that information

concerning types of uses is limited. ,The four uses she cites are:

calculation, recreation and games, exploration, and use of calculator

specific materials.14

DESIGN OF STUDY

Restatement of 11%e Froblers

.In completion of this survey, informa#6n was gathered about teachers'

attitszea and practices im/olving the use of calculators in mathemstios

classes.ror grales nine through twelve.e.---Intormation wlso obtained

t
regarding teachers' perceptions of th ii ir schoo polimies concerning

/

the use of calculators in math classes.

Among the questions studied in surveying attitudes and praotices

of using calculators in math olarses are:

1. Whot are good reasons for using calculators in the math

classroom? (e.g.: to aid in computation, to lessen

memorization, to help in problem solving, to improve

behavior, availability, understanding 11corithmio processes)

What are reasons for not using calculators in the math

classroom? (e.g.: they become a substitute for
eo-Iputational skills, lack of availability, faddishness,

maintenanou mad security problems, they give a false

impression of mathematic's).

3. When, if at all, should studentsbe allowed to use

calculators in the math classroom? (e.g.: for homework,

in class, for tests).

4. Should *ple use of calculators be taught to the students?

If go, for what courses?

Procedure

tlis survey included all public high schools in Allegheny County.

A "high school" was defined as ninth through twelfth grades, although
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several of .ihe school* surveyed also included seventh and 'eighth

In such a oast+, Pll the questionnaires that were iet=ned by tellch

clirrantly teaching only caursei below the ninth &tads level were itjected

for use in this study:. In cases where a respondent was teaching both-

junior high school and upper level courses, only the information regarding

the upper level oourses was used.

A set of fifteen copies of a sel.-report questionnaire was mailed

1 to each mathematics department chairman of the fifty participating

schools. A cover letter was enolosed, explaining the needs and purposes

of the study and requesting tba chairman to distribute the questioaires

to all the mathematics teachers in his or her school. Each mathematics

department ohai was requested to return the completed questionnaires

by mail, along with a form containing his or her name and home address.

To ensure-a good return, each department chairman was informed that

he or she would receive a 310.00 check upon return of the completed

questionnaires. To ensure confidentiality, teachers ware requested
. .

not to include their names or the names of their schools in the

questionnaires. Although it was necessary to request the department

chairmen's names mad addresses for the purpooe of mailing the ;10.00

honorariuml'the chairmen were requested not to identify the schools

at whit% they were employed.

Description of Data-GatheringYnstrument

A copy of the data-gathering instrument used in this survey is

in Appendix A. It is a sixteen-item self-report questiOnnaire designed

to assess teachers' personal use and classroom use of the calculator,

and their attitudes toward the use of calculators in mathematios clesses.

Items 1 through 5 on the questionnaire were for the purpose of

gathering descriptive information. Items 6 aai 7 deal with personal

use and liero*ived Icnowledge of classroom usage of .the calculator.

Attitudes.toward the use of calculators in the classroom were

assessed-by Items 8, 9, and 11 on the questionnaire. The purpose of

Item 8 was to assess the respondent's
ge:neral attitude toward the use

of calculators in the olassroome-The purpose of Item 9 was to test

the hypothesis that fewer teachers would favor the use of calculators

in courses that deal primarily with basio mathematical skills than in

higher level math courses in which students are presumed to hzve already
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mastered those akills. Item ll ponsisie-of-eleven t19#aments las to,

, ,
.

why calculators should or should not be used in-the clnseroom. These

t . ,

items were taken krom research conducted by Narilyn N. Suydam

Respondents were asked to indicate their oPinions of each of these

7

statements on a Likert-type scale raaging from "strongly agree" to

"strongly aisegree"/ The pupose of this itemiwas to determine some

specific reasons that teaciwire mighlt have for favoring or oposing the

use of calculators in the classroom.

The purpose of Item 10 was to. determine how frequently, mad in

what situ:04ns, teachers actually use calculators in the courses they

are currently teaching or have taught most often. Items 12 and 13

deal with teachers' attitudes toward the need L, rmining,in effeOtive

ways to use calculators in the classroom. The pi . )se of /tem 12 ires

to determine whether or not teachers are not using calculators in teaching

math courses 'because they do not kncw how to use them arectively as

a teaching aid. The purpose of Item 13 was to determine whether or

- not teachers would be willipg to receive training in the use of

calculators as an instructional aid.

Item 15 leeks if teachers know of espy official policy concerning

the use of calculators in their classrooms that exists in the school

districts or departments in whichlthey teadh. Teachers are asked to

describe any sumh policies of ibbich they are aware. The purpose of

this item ie to determine whether or not teacheri perceive that any

such policies exist, either explicitly or implicitly, in their school

administrations, tuad to deterline how such poXicies affect their attitudes

toward and their frequency of use of calculators in teaching.

The correlations (see statistical teohniques) between the general

attitude and personal use c.uestions, and the specific attitude statements

are all statistically significant at better than the .05 level. This

indicates that the cluastionnairt is internally consistent. However,

further statistical techniqued should be applied to test both the valiaJty

and reliability of this instrument.

Statistical Technicues

The data obtained from the survey was an lyzed usin7 the Statistical
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Package for the Social.Stiences (SPSS), Is implemented by.the Computei

Center at thetniversity of Pitteburgh. The coding of the data and

the computer analysis was dons by the author.

After the. frequencies were eeneratedt-the aig4ificance of the

diatributions, varying from expected (randam) frecauanoies, was dsterminel

bir using the SPSS subprogram NPAU. This subprogram generates Cquare

and the level of significance. SPSS, as used for this survey, does

not take into account any minable data. p4.05 was accepted as

statistically significant for all Ohi-liquarea.

To test for correlatfonal significance betWeen two variebles, the

Chi-square statistic for independence was used (subprogram Crosstabs).

-(SPSS uses pair-wise deletion of missing datat hence, the number o es

used for testing significance may be fewer than the numler of respc#dents.

As before, the criterion for significance is 1,4.05.

RIEULTS

Desor4f2tive D?,t

Of approximately 500 ubUo high'sohool tvchers in Alledheny

County, 243 teachers from 49 schools responded.' %ost,of the.respondents;

178, were from suburbaa schools,.with 65 teaohers responding from city

schools and 5 responding from rural schools. gore men than woll;en

responded, 177 to 69, with 2 respondents failing to indicate their

sex on the cluestioniaire. The largest agegroup, 130 teachers, was

between 31 and 40 years old. There were 53 tespondents between the.

ages of 22 and 30,
37-respondents.between the ages of 41 and 49, and

28 respondents of 50 years .of Age or older, The average number of

years of teaching axperieiCe was 13.1. Courses taught ranged from

/General ;lath to Calculus, and average olais size wits 24 students.

For a more detailed description of the population Awed in this study

V

see Alvendix B, T;Ile I. It erne:ars ihat the sample surveyed was fairlY

representative of the population of public high school mathematics

teachers, although ao teohniques were employed to oonfirm this statisticaqt.

Personal Use and Classroom Enowledge

The first item of this section concerns the teachers' use of calculators

outside of the classroom. The frec_uencies obtained from this item

indicate that calculators are used frec,uently by the mathematios teachers

sok at.
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surveyed. Only 3.3,.; of the teachers' that snswered this item.stated

that they nover use a calculator outside of the classroom, sWe 4304

answered "seldom" and 33.1% answered hoften". The, distribution of ret6onses

N....for this item was stetistioally significant at better than the 0.001

level. (see Appendix 339 Tdble

The other item from this section adked the respondents to shsess

their knowledge of calculator usage for the mathematics classroom.

Of the 244 teachers that responded to this question, 54.8% assessed

their knowledge as ."some", and 21.8% assessed their.knowledge as "lot".

Of the other respondents, 18,0% indicated "little" and 4.1% indicated

no knowledge. -Again, the distribution of responses was statistically

significant at better than the 0.001 level. This indicates that the

mathematics teachers surveyed feel,they have adecunte knowledge of

calculators. ( ee Appendix 3, Table In).

Attitudes TowaiI the Use of Calculators in the Mathematics Classroom

The two 'tems.which assess the respondents' Asneral attitudes toward

the ,use of catculators in the mathematics classroom indicate that most

teachers fay the use of calculators. Of the 242 teachers thttt rw5ponded, -

to the question, "Whabis your opinion of using calculators in the 'classroom?",

63.6% of the res:-,o.ndents were either strongly or mildly in f;tvor of using

calculators, while only 21.40 vvre either strongly or mildly opposed.

The aistribution of.ipsponses to this item was statistically significant

at better than the.04)01 level., (See Aprendix 3, Table

When responding to the iteM concerning attitudes toward the oaloulator

se an aid for teaching basic skills, 60.'6 of the 239 respondents answered

affirmatively. This distribution was statistically significant at the

o.001 level. (3ee Appendix ,13,2 Table /IIB).

Item 11 of the questionnaire attempts to determine the respondents'

attitudes toward specific reasons for using or not using calculators in

the classroom. Surprisingly, the distributions of responses for all eleven

sub-items were statistically significant at better than the 0.001 level. '

(See Appendi:-: 23, Table 1110 for complete freuencies and significance).

The frequencies for the eleven sub-items indicate that the respondents

.agreed with the following statemeniss
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Calculators should be used to help in problem solving. (Chi-squaret191.6)

Calculators should. be use& as an aict in computation. (Chisquare=191.1)

Calculators should b ed as an aid in exploring, understanding',

nra
and learning algor thmio prooesees. (Chl-squarew185.9)

Calculators Should t be used beespse they are4a was tate ftr

the of computational skills. (Chi-sq m78.3) .

,

fatit
The frequencies f ftesponsee,indioste.that the responden s disagreed.

with the following statements;

11100.

Calculators should not be used because thsy are faddish. (Chi-square=2

Caloulators should not be used because Abe use af ealoulators gtves

a false impression of what mathematics is. (Chi-equare..252.3)

Calculators should not be used because of maintenance and security

problems. (C1i-squaxem222.4),_
..;aloulators should not be used because they are mat svailable to

Caloula uld be used because they improve behavior. (Chi-square-104.5)
all st41.r::; (Chi-squareo131.0).

Calculaors should be used to lessen tha need for memorization.

(Chi-squarem87.1)
Calculators should

t
be used because they are soavai3able. (Chi-square.45.0)

Attitudes Toward. Teacher TraininR and Materials

Of tha 227 teaohers that responded to Item 12, 63.9 j answered that

they 'de net feel that adequate materials on calculator usage'are.available.

to--tiSm. This distribution of responses is significant at better than

the 6%001 level. (See Appendix 339 Table IVA).

When asked if they would attend a workshop dealing with calculator

classroom usage (Item 13), car 13=3", 'of the teachers responding indicated

that tfhey would:not attend. Of the rest of the teachers responding, 35.4%

oheogid "yes", add 51.3 ; checked- "maybe". Again, the significance of this

distribution was better than 0.001. (See Appendix DI IVB).

Policies

Of the 239 teachers who responded to Item 15, 17.61r: indicated that

some policy existed within their school administrationa regarding the use

of calculators in mathematics classes. 64.9 49 answered "to" to this cluestion,

and 17.6,; answered "don't know". ,This distribution of responses is

significant atbetter than the 0.001 level. However, the validity of

this item is questionable for several reasons. First of all, the results

were not consistent for any one school. Some teachers ...erceived that

some policy existed, while other teachers from the same sohool stated

that zo such policy exists. Nest of, the.polioies cited. '401se_ix;e1m.vant_

to teacher attitudes =d frec.uency of use (e.g.: the -;olicy that te:,ohers

must siva for the school's calculators before uang them). (See Appendix Bp

Table V for more detailed information).

13
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For the purposes his study, there are nine different categories

of math coureves general math (i.e.: basic skills); applied, business,

or consumer math; Algebra I; Algebra II; Algebra unspecified; Geometry

a (all levels); Trigonometry; Calculus; and other. The late: concerning

tee4er practices of allowing and/or-encouraging students to uee calculators

were analyzed according to the categuiy of subject matter,in which each

course fell. Tut of the course must be viewed differently.

Nine of the teachers responding Ikd not indicate what level of Algebra

they taught. Sinoe this is such an insignificant reponse, amd since

-Algebra II is considered to be on a significantly higher-level than Algebra 'I,

no conclusious should be made,- The "other" category is the catohell

cater:pry. Thirtysix of the courses listed by the respondents either did

not fit any of the usual categories of math (e.g.: statistics, "aavanctia

speoial topics), or the titles of the'courses 4id not ootvey the

essence of the content to someone who is not familiar with that school's

math4program. Computer science courses were also placed in this category.
I.

UoLe of the courses included in this category were numerous enough to

be sisnifioant on their own. Since this category includes so mmy different

courses, the results must be viewed with caution. For the purposes of

this study, Algebra II, Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, and "other"

:-,re considered to be higher level math courses.

The respondents were asked to answer "yes" or "no" to ftve cumstions

concerning calculator practices for up to three courses that they currently

,teach, or have taught, most often. The cuestions concern the-Aeaoher

practices of forSidding the use of calculators by their student's, allowing/

encouraging the-use of calculators for homework, allowing/encouraging

the use of calculators in the classroom,
allowing/encouraging the use

of calculators for tests, and teaching the students how to use a calculator.

The exact questions, the frequencies of responses for'eath course, and

the significanoe of the responses are given in Appendix B, Tn.ble VI.

As might be expected, calculators were Used more often in higher

level math courses than in the other courses. Comparison of the five

higher level courses with the General ath, Api)lied ::.ath, and Al5ebrr. I

ontcories show_that in.all_cases;
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Students in higher level courses were forbidden to use calculators

less often.
Students in higher level courses were allowed/encouraged to use

calculators for homework more often.

Students in higher level courses were allowed/encouraged to use

calculators in class more often.

Students in higher lavel courses were allowed/encouraged to use

oaloulators for tests more often.

The results of this sursey indicate that, for the most part, tpachers

do not forbid the use of calculators. Except for the Applied Uath and

the Algebra unspecified categories, the distributions of responses were

stptistically significant at, or better than, the 0.005 level for not

forbidding the uie of calculators. The responses for Applied. 14,ath and

Algebra unspecified.indicate that calculators are not forbidden, but the

distributions for these categories were not statistically significant.

For the question concerning the use of calculators for homework

the results indicate that teachers allow the use of calculators for

homework. As stated previously, this is particularly true for the higher

level aourses. For all five of the higher level oatagories the distributions

ot,responseswir! significant at, or better than, the 0.005 level.

For Algebra I, the significance of the distributiA wai 0.024 for alloWing

the use of calculators for homework. The distributions for General Math,

Applied Math, and Algebra unspecified were not significant.

As stated before, the teachers of the higher level math courses allow

the use of calculators in class. These are the ohly oataguriea4 which

the diitributions of-responses are statistically significant. In all

five catagories the use of calculators in class was favored with a

significance of better than 0.005.

None of the course; significantly favored the use af calculators

for tests. In fact, the only Statistically significant (1)4.05)

distributions were against the ume of calculators for tests., These

distributions were in the, General Nath, Applied nth, Algebra I, r..nd

Geometry categories. This was the only inetande in tencher 7ractioes

in which distributions of responses occurred which significantly disfavored

the use of calculators. The Trigonometry and Calculus oatacoriers had

more resronses in favor of the use of calculators for tests than eglinst

this praotioe, but the distributions'were not statistioally significant.

The Vrigonametry-tatagoz7_waa.the_only_oary
where a majority of

the teachers taught the use of calculators. However, the distribution

15
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of responses was not statistically significant. The Algebra 1, Algebra

and Geometry categories bad statistically significant (p.40.001)

distributions whieh indicate that the use of calculators is not taught.

The other oatagories did not have significant distributions of responses.

It is interesting to not tbat Applied !lath was the only oatagory

that did not have a significant distribution of responses favoring the

use of calculators for any of the five statements. As might be expected,

the Trigonometry oategory was the only category in whioh the use of

calculators was favored for all the given situations. Bawever, only three

of the five distributions were statistically significant.

Correlation of Attitudes, Practices, and Desoriptive Dateld-

This section is included primarily an a catalyst for fUrther research.

The correlational amta reported here is preliminary and incomplete.

Therefore, the results are merely summarized, with no figures given.

The correlational results indicate that there are not statistically

significant correlations between teachers' attitudes and any of the

descriptive data. As expected, there appears to be some statistically

si5nificant correlations between teachers' attitudes toward the classroom,.

uoe of calculators and their actual use of oalculatoAs in the classroom.

This is particularly true for the Algebra II, Trisonometri, and "other"

catageries. There are no negative correlations between attitudes and

practices. There are no statistically significant correlations between

attitudes and teaaher practices concerning the teaohing of the use of

calculators.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that there is wmeed for the

development of instructional materials and teacher traiaing progrnms in

the use of calculators in mathematics instruction. This is shown be teachers'

attitudes and practices concerning the use of calculators in their class-

room, and by the lack of clear-out administrative policies regardiag

calculator use in mathematics instruction.

It appears that there is some reluctance to use calculatore in the

classroom due to the feai that'studdata who have not yet learned-basic,

computntional skills will never learn these skills if they are provided

with electronic calculators to do the computations for them. :::.71.my of
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the teachers who responded to the "additional dtommnta" section of the

4testionnaire expressed this fear, which was farther confirmed by the

aVesponsee to other items on the ouestionnaire. (See Appendix 'Oven

though tachers generally favored the use of calculators in the olassroom,

and favored their use as an aid in computation and in teaching basic skills,

they also tended to beliave that oaloulators should not be used because

they are a substitute for developing computational Skills. Teachers were

also more likely to allow and/or encourage students in higher level math

courses, where students are presumed to have already mastered basic skills,

to use calculators An their course work. Thus, although teachers believe

that calculators can be an aid in teaching basic skills, thes-are

forbidding their lower-level students to use them, and very few teachers

are teaching their students to use calculators. This leads to the conclusion

that teachers are in need of some instructional materials and training

to enable them to use calculators in their basic skills classes in such

a Way that the calculator can be an effective aid to learning rather 'than

a crutch that prevents the development of computational skills.

It is rather surprisieg that the use of calculators in Applied Nath

and Business Uath courses is so minimal. These courses are designed to

enable students to function effectively in the world of business and in

handling their own personal finances. In the past few years, the advent

of the hand-held, electronic calculator has greatly influenced both these

areas. Thus, the failure to teach the use of the calculator in this type

of math course represents a failure in curriculum design in keeping up

with modern technology, and instructional materials and teacher training

in this area are badly needed.

Very few iespondents stated that official policies coneerning the use

of calculators in math instruction exist within their school administrations.

Those who did cite such p4ioies usually were inconsistent with other

respoadents who are teaching in the same schools. This makes it eviedant

that school distriots represented in this study ;lave,not developed clear-

out, consistent policies regarding this issue. One possible intermetation

of this is that administrate:is de not wish to take a definite stand on

sush a controversial issue, mad nre letwing_liecisiiins in this matter up

to the discretion of the individual teaoher until they receive further

iliXormation reg=ding public opinion and the effectiveness of the

calculator as a teaching aid. Another possibility is that ourriculum

1 7
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planners igithin the school districts and math departments have overlooked

the instructional possibilities of the calculator in designing modern

mathematics proerams. In either case, well-designed instructional

materials ad teacher training programa in %he use of the calculator as

ma instructional aid would help adthinistrator* in each school district

to develop effective, clear-cut, consistent Policies regarding the plaoe

for the calculator in their school mathematics programs.

MCOUNEIIDATIONS,

A questionnaire to be used in the replication of this survey should

be more comprebanstve and more specific. FUrther research should be

conducted to determine whether or not teachers feel that a separmte course

in the use of calculators should be offered to students, and to determine

in whioh courses teachers feel that calculators should be used. On the

questionnaire used in the present study, the statements regarding alicwind

encouraging tht use of lalculators were probably too ambiguous. Allowing

the use of calculators in classes, in doing homework, amd in taking tests

is culte different from encouraging the use of calculaters in these

situations, and. there shoald be a sharper di.fferentiatiot between these

two practices in further research. Further reser.aich should be conducted

to determine more specific situations in which teachers feel that

calculators should or sholild not be used.

One of the limitations of this study ia the lack of statistical

information regarUng the validity and reliability of the data,zathering

instrument and the representativeness of the sample used. Although the

ouestionnaire appears to be internally consistent, its validity and

reliability are still in question. The development of a nationallr stad.ard..-

ize cxestionneire would solve this 7roblem, and uould gaoilitate

research to determine whether or not geographical differences affect

attitudes :Ind practices concerning the use of crloulators in =ath

instruction. A randomly selected sample of high school mathematics tevehers

from the entire country would provide a more conclusive survey of the

population of high school mathematics teachers, than does surveyine 711

the high school math teachers in one specific aeographical area, as ,p,.s

done in this- study.

Other susoestions for further research include samplinc the po:,ulation

of sahool mathematics department,chairmen and district curriculum planners

18
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to determine if adeuate instructional materials en the use of calculators

are currently available to teachers. The present iltu47 included only

public) high schools; a survey of teachers in private school, which usuclly

have different budgetary restraints than public sohools, miaht be valuable

in determining whether or not attitudes of teaahers and administrators

are affected by f4nanoial constraints in making calculators available to

students. Public opinion surveys are essential to keeping school

administrators and teachers informed of parents' attitudes toward the

ume of calculators in mathematios education, and determining whether or

not there is a need for public education regarding the merits and limitations

of allowing and/or encouraging students to use calculators at home and

at school.

As stated previously, there is a great need for well-researched

instructional materials on ways in which teachers can effectively use

calculators as instructional aids, and ways in which currioulUm planners

can effectively incor:lor-vbe the use of calcUlaors into mathematics

education.

1 9
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University of Pittsburgh
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Division of Towns Dive lament

101 1979

Dear Mathanatics Department chairman=

The use of (mini) calcoletces in the methenstics classroom has

been an active issue in recent years. Banner eel ere =dueling a
survey in Allsgheew Monty to determine the ravening attitniss arkd

philosephies of rethenatice teachars towed using the celculatue in
the classum

Enclosed you trill find copies of a calculator info:entice clusetiar
naixe. Ste would al:rat:Jets your distributing CM copy to each netheme-

--"teacher in your whoa. Please collect the anTleted questionneireer
and zet= them (by June 1.) in the 1340 velf-esidressedf prepaid envediepass

Thank you for yam assistance in this project. Results of this survey
411 be available ora =Vest.

.

Art.
1401;biki.j.

Martin P. Cohen
Robert P. Plisse
41%32 Forbes Quirlrengle
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh: PA 15260
624-1343

FOR YCIIR ZOE AND BMW/ TEN =LARS MEL BE sae TO Yal BY UMW=
TIM ROM= INKRSTICti (cut on the dotted line) AIC Wi Mgt= N
MB THE QUEEINCMAIRES.

dietributed, collected, owl

(signature)

returned the calculator infonnatien survey to Dr. Martin 0311E1

ZdaXatiCni University of Pittsburgh.

Naos (please print):

Address:

Social Security Number s
PaTSBUAG14, PA. 15250

2 3
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Mumma 1MR46.,ICN cm9rmac
Typa of School: 1. City 2. Suburban 3 Rana

(Z Sax: 1. )aleL 2. Female

(3) Aipi Group: 1. 22-30 2. 31-40 3. 41-49 4. 50 alai arm

(4) Years of teaching ecerience:

(5) Path courses presently taught:

a Average
- Class Size

(6) Sae off= do you use a calculator cartsids of libe classroaa?
1. Mawr 2. Seldom 3 Often

(7) FiChl would you assess your knowledge of calculator usage for your clansman
(i.e. for the subject you teach)? 1. None 2. Little 3. Sam 4 lot

; (S) est is your winks; of using calculators in your classroom?
1. Strongly in favor 2. Mildly in favor 3. Neutral,
4. 'Mildly cps:eel T. Strongly wposed

(9) D, you feel that calculators cm sbe an aide far teaching *talents basic
setharnatica3, additias reaosrst etc.).- Liael 2. No

(10) Sor the three =Imes you teach (have might) emit often, planae check the
appropriate Ireas reflecth e. your attitude of calculators in the classroom. .

Sarbid the use of
Allowed/encouraged for ha:mark
AlleneVencomaged in claim
Allmedienoouraged for tests
Tanaght use of

Course amuse Course
No

11111

.111,1111

NEIMM1

Yes

0011111111MW

=I=10

WIIINNOMINO

No
1111

OWN.*

4011

Yes
.411MINM

swao
NOMMIle

No
.IMM110

Implamb

MINIM

0=11111!

.1=11111!

Yes
011=11111111111

a.m./MOO

MMOMMINFIP

1100.0

(11) Szw do you feel about each of the following statatuents regarding use of
calculators in the asthmatics classroom? Please indicate (SA) y agree/

(A) egCee (N) neutral, (D) disagree/ or (SD) sensigly disagree for each statement;

Calculators
Calculators
Calculators
Calculators
Calculators
Calculatcm
algccithmic

should he used
should be used
should be used
should be used
should be used
should, be used
prcessases.

as an aid if; carptation.
to Iessan the need for amacrization.
to help in prablem solvintir.
because thew inprove behavior=
because they ire so available.
as an aid in imploring, understaariagf and learning

110.

Calculate= should not ba used because thew are a substitute for the
develcsauct-of--calpurational
Calculators should not be used because-thiy are rct available. to ill students.

,calculators 'should ;It be used because thew are faddish.
Calculators should not be used bsoause of maintenance ard security problem.
Calculators should not be used because the use of calculators gives a false --ft".
*maxim of what arennatics is.

..11110111M..,

24
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..; .

700441/iik...111,41.4:4);:.4*.- ,..NA-71`4r

(12) Do you feel that adecivate teaching materials
are available to you? Yes lib

,

calculator class.roma usage

(13) If a oner-month, tuiticn-free, graduate-dredit torkshop
school mathematics ware offered during a sumer at the
would pi like to attend? Yep_ --blaybe_

fif
(14) If a cae-ncath bait:Ica-free, graduato-credit 000abcp

whoa =damnation were offered during a; sumer at the
would you like to attend? Yes.. Maybe_

cn using oalculators in
University of Pittsburgh,

cm using =paters in
Unifflersity of Pittsburgh,

(15) Meg your district or deiartment have imy official policy concerning the use of
the calculators in the classrocca? Yes_ No.. X don't low_

,

Xf yes, %that is it?

(16) Additional caments:

.

25
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TABLE I

DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION

TABLE IA: TYPE OF SCHOOL

Type of School
Absolute Relative'
Frequency Petcentage

City 65 36.2.

Suburban 178 71.8

Rural 5 2.0

Sassing 0 0

TABLE IB: SEX

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Frequency Percentage Percentage

Male 177 71.4 72.0

Female 69 27.8 28.0

Missing 2 0..8
.N*

TABLE IC: AGE

Years
Absolute
Frequency

ke1ative.
Percentage

22-30 53. 21.4

31-40 130 52.4

41-49 37 14.9:

50+ 28 11.3

Missing 0 0

TABLE ID: TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Absolute
Frequency.

Relative
Percentage

4

Adjusted
Percentage

0-10 94 37.9 38.7

11-20 119 48.0 48.9

21-30 26 10.5 10.7-

31-40 4 1.6 1.6

'Missing 5 2.0 AIM

2 7

4

41.



FREQUENCIES AND.SIGNIFICANT FOR OUTSIDE

USE AND CLASSROOM KNOWLEDGE

TABLE ITEM 6

How often do you uie calculator outside pf the classroom?

Absolute Relative Adjusted

Frequencies Percentage Percentage

Never

Seldom

Oflen

Mi sing

8

106

132
,

2

3.2

42.7

53.2

0.8

3.3

43.1

52.7

MP IA 1ff

Chi-Square D.F. Significance

104.293 2 0.001

E I/Bk ITEM 7

How would you.assess your knowledge of calculator usage

for your classroom?

Absolute Relative
Frequencies Percentage

Adjusted
Percentage'

ANMIIMIIM~

.
None

Little

Some

Lot

Missing

10

44

136

54

4

4.0

17.7

54.8

21.8

1.6

41.1
.1

18.01

55.7

22.1
ml

Chi-Square D.F. Significance

140.393 3 0 001,



TABLE III

TABLE IIIA: ITEM 8

-What is your opinion of using calculators in your classroom?

Absolute
Frequency Percentage Percentage

Strongly in favor 61 24.6 25.2

Mildly in favor 93 37,5 38.4

Neutral 37 14.9 15.3

Mildly opposed 34 13.7 14.0

Storngly opposed 17 6.9 7.0

Missing 2.4 esIMMO

Chi-Square
71.719

TABLE ITEM 9

A

D.P.
4

Significance
0.001

Do you feel that calculators can be an aide for teaching

students basic mathematical skills?

Absolute
Frequencies

Relative
Percentage

Adjusted
Percentage

Yes 143 58.5 60.7

NO. 94 37.9 39.3

Missing 9 3.6

Chi-Square
10.883

1

Significance
, 0.00;.



TABLE II/C: ITEM 11

RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC STATEMENTS CONCERNING REASONS CALCULATORS SHOULD AND SHOULD NOT

BE USED (SEE APPENDIX A FOR COMPLETE STATEMENTS)

SHOULD STATEMENTS
SHOULD NOT STATEMENTS

Substi- Mainte-

Aid in Lessen .Prob- Improve Alga- tute Not nance

Compu- Memori- lem Be- Avail- rithmic Computa- Avail- Fad- Prob-

tation zation Solving havior able Processes tional able dish lems

False
Impres-
sions

Respondents
Abs.Freq.
Adj. %

243
98

244
28.6

243
98

241
97.2

239
96.4

41
97.2

242
97.6

245
98.8

242
97.6

242
97.6

243
98

Strongly
Disagree
Abs. Freq. 10 79 6 63 38 5 20 11 96 46 45

Adj. % 4.1 32.4 2.5 25.4 15.9 2.1 8.3 4.5 39.7 19.0 18.5

Disagree
.

Abs.Freq. 25 86 21 89 76 20 78 102 120 135 144

Adj. % 10.3 35.2 8.6 35.9 31.8 8.3 32.2 41.6 49.6 55.8 54.3

Neutral
Abs. Freq. 22 , 30 33 20 55 39 21 47 - 18 14 -31

Adj. % 9.1 12.3 13.6 26.6 23.0 16.2 8.7 19.2 7.4 18.2 12.8

Agree
Abs.Freq. 129 39 129 3 56 127 84 75 5 3 18

Adj. % 53.1 16.0 53.1 8.1 23.4 52.7 34.7 30.6 2.1 5.8 7.4

Strongly
Agree
Abs. Freq. 57 10 54 7 14 50 39 10 i 6 5

Adj. % 23.5 4.1 22.2 1.2 5.9 20.7 16.1 4.1 1.2 1.2 2.1

Chi-Square
(4 D.F.) 191.136 87.107 191.630 104.539 45.038 185.867 78.389 131.714 253.331 1222.504 252.288

Signif-

. .

canoe 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 001 0.001 6.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001'j 0.001

o.

Io
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TABLE IV

ATTITUDES TOWARD TEACHER TRAINING
AND MATERIALS

TABLE IVA: ITEM 12

Do you feel that adequate teaching materials or calculator,

usage are available to you?

Absolute
Frequencies

Relative
Percentage-

Adjusted
Percentage

Yes

No

Missing

82

145

21

33'.1

58.5

8.5

36.1

63.9
Mem*

Chi-Square
17.485

TABLE IVB: ITEM 13

D. F .

1

Significance
0.001

If a workshop on using Calculators in school mathematics

were offered would you like to attend?

Absolute -RelatiVe Adjusted

Frequencies Percentage Percentage

Yes 85 34.3 35.4

Maybe 123 49.6 51.3

No 32 12.9 13.3

Missing 8 3.2

Chi-Square D.F. Significance
2 0.00152.225

Mr



TABLE V: .ITIUK 15

Does your district or department have any official paicy
concerning the use of calculators in the classroom?

Absolute Realtive Adjusted

Frequency Percentage Percentage

Yes 42 16.9 17.6

No 155 62.5 64.9

Don't Know 42 16.9 17.6

-Missing 9 3.6 WO OM

Chi-Square D.F. Significance

106.854 2 0.001



TABLE VI; ITEM 10

FREQUENCIES AND SIGNIF/CANCE OF CALCULATOR
USAGE FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF

MATHEMATIC COURSES

Statement

General
Math

Applied
Math

Algebra
I

Algebra
II

Algebra
Unspecif. Geometry

Trigo-
nometry Calculus Other

Forbid Yes
Use of Abs. No
Freq/Adj. % Mis.

20 32.3
42 67.7
- -

9 34.4
17 65.4

19 27.9_
49 72.1
3

5 _ 8.7_
52 91.3
3

3 33.3
6 66.7

8_12.9
54 8741

1

4 8.2
45 91.8

1 3.3
29-- 96.7
2

6 17.1
29 82.9-

1

Chi-Square 7.806 2.462 13 235 38.754 Insuff. 34 129 34 306 26 133 15 114

Significance j

A11mOmicoun-Yes
age for No
Homework Ms.

0.005 0.117 0.001 0.001 Data 0.001 0.0( 0.001 0.001

30 50.0
30 50.0
2

15 62.5
19 37.5
2

45 63.4
26 36.6

56 93.3
4 6.7

7 77.8
2 22.2

54 85.7
9 14.3

4i-91.8
4 8.2

30 100.0
0 0.0
2

26 76.5
8 23.5
2

Chi-Square 0.000 1.500 5.085 45.067 I.D. 32.143 34.306 m 9.529

Significance 1.000 0.221 0.024 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 001 0.002

Allwiemamm- Yes
in Class No

Ms.

29 5-079-

28 49.1
5

12 52.2
11 47.8
3

, 27 42.2
,37 57.8

7

45 77.6
.13 22.4

2

5 67.5
3 37.5
1

36 65.5
19 34.5
8

40 83.3
8 16.7
1

29 90.6
3 9.4

24 66.7
12 33.3

Chi-Square 0.018 -0.043 1.563 17.655 I.D. 5.255 21.333 21.125 4.000

Significance 0.895 0.835 0.211 0.001 0.022 0.001 0.001 0.046

Allow/encour- Yes
age for No
Test Mis.

13 23.6
42 76.4
7

A 17.4
19 82.6
3

13 21.0
49 79.0
9

22 39.3
34 60.7
4

3 33.3
6 66.7

19 34.5
36 65.5
8

25 54.3
21-45.7
3

19 63.3
11 36.7

t,

2

16 44.4
20 55.6

Chi-Square 15.291 9.983 20.903 2.571 1.0. 5.255 0.348 2.133 0.444

Significance 0.001 0.002
,

0.001 0.109 0.022 0.555 0.144 0.505

Taught Use Yes
of No

Mis.

26 48.1
28 51.9
8

9 39.1
14 60.9
3

7 11.7
53 08.3
11

14 26.9
38 73.1
8

1 12.5
7 87.5
1

6 11.8
45 88.2
12

26 60.5
17 39.5
6

9 33.3
18 66.7

5

13 39.4
20 60.6
3

Chi-Square 0.074 1.087 35.267 11.077 I.D. 29.824 1.884 3.000 1.485

Significance 0.784 0.297 0.001, 0.001 0.001 0.17p 0.083 0.223

3 4
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APPEL= q

This Appendix is a sample of the responses to Item 16 on the

questionnaire, which aeked for additional comments. The comments printed

here are taken
from7ille-returned questionnaires in their entirety.

1. Security, maintenance and assignment of school owned ()ales is a prahlAnta__41_

They are a faot of life, however, and will become more available and

more useful. Senoe,I am in full favor of their .use if introduction

of them is made no sooner than 8th grade.

2. Calculators are not used because mat all students have access to one.

This makes testing difficult. Calculators could ease ths manipulative

and compUtative processes of some problems, thus freeing or.
1111=1.Q.mthe student to seek the more abstrnot process..

3. Use of calculators depends on the cpurse.

4. At this level I feel calculators are a substiftte for learniag basic

computational skills. I do think a workshop As indicateö above is a

good ideal to demonstrate the possibilities of a calculator in the 4

classroom.

5. In all math courses the use of a calculator depends on the

=1 the :.rea of inztruction and its level.

6. Use of calculators in higher mathematics enables a student

complicated problems quickly and is a great reinforcement.

are a subject area that should. be covered before college.

teacher

to solve
Calculators

7. Calculators do have a place in the educational process as long as they

are not replaci=g memorizing times tables, conversion of percents, eto.

I feel they oan be used in higher level courses i.1. trig, ohm, phrsios,

some calculus. .Alsc they can be used to simplify some basic skills,

i.e., balanoinc c:-.eckbooks, eta.


